
Main Focus: SVEN, RITA   

 

 (Sven enters with luggage and plane ticket) 

SVEN- Time to go back to home country- 

 (Rita runs through audience, shaking bell) 

RITA- Sven wait! 

SVEN- Rita? What are you doing here? I thought 
you were going back to ornament shop? 

RITA- What ornament shop? 

SVEN- Aren’t you making homemade ornaments? 

RITA- No that’s some other girl! 

 (Noelle enters and waves) 

NOELLE- That’s me! It’s my backstory! Actually, 
my story is- 

 (Rita shoves her offstage) 

RITA- This is my scene get off the stage! No Sven- 
I have something to tell you. 

SVEN- First I must tell you something. 

RITA- No I need to tell you first- 

SVEN & RITA- I am not actually who I said I am. 

SVEN & RITA- I’m sorry what? 

SVEN & RITA- Go ahead. 

SVEN & RITA- No you go ahead. 

SVEN & RITA- I’ve been lying to you. 

 (Rita covers his mouth) 

RITA- I’m not a location scout for a major motion 
picture. 

SVEN- I never thought you were. 

RITA- That’s literally what I said I was. 

SVEN- I forgot. You blend in. 

RITA- I said I was a location scout! But I’m not a 
location scout! I’m actually an extremely famous 
actress. Look. (She removes her glasses)  See? 

SVEN- Not ringing a bell. 

RITA- Rita St. John. I am one of the 20 or 30 
biggest up-and-coming stars according to the June 
edition of Entertainment Weekly! I hid my true 
identity from you because I didn’t want you to fall 
for me just because I was rich and famous. 

SVEN- You’re rich and famous? 

RITA- Yes! A lot! Almost! Basically! And I love you, 
Sven! Even though you’re a poor… I forgot what 
your job was. 

SVEN- Peasant. 

RITA- Right. 

SVEN- But I have something to tell you too! I am 
not a peasant, I am actually price of Broxtenburg. I 
lied to you because I didn’t want- 

RITA- YES! SWEET! BOOM! Take that losers! I 
scored a prince! In your face! I WIN! AAAAAAAH! 
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ME! Do you have crown 
jewels? I get the crown jewels right? 

 (Rita drags Sven offstage) 

 


